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The holiday season has arrived.  What began as the Christian tradition’s celebration of God’s gift 
of the baby Jesus has morphed into a frenetic time of giving, receiving, making memories, and the 
attempted manufacture of joy.  Advertising, social media, past experiences, and our own self-imposed 
expectations urge us to participate with our own frenzied activities.  Homes need decorations, social 
schedules get overbooked, shopping lists keep growing, and time seems in short supply.   A sense of 
obligation can soon replace a genuine spirit of giving as the pressures of our high expectations collide 
with the inevitable disappointments brought by reality.  Mindless busyness fills the hours but real joy 
may still elude us.    

The happy tenor of the season can also be undermined by an underlying tone of sadness.  The 
holiday season brings the reminders of what has changed from years past.  We grow up, our children 
grow up, friends and love ones move away, and death separates us from many we associated with the 
joy of the season.  Fond and sometimes idealized memories may foster a longing for past days that can 
never return.  Our present reality rarely measures up.  In fact, much of the mindless energy in the 
busyness of the season may well be our own fruitless efforts to recapture what has been lost but can 
never be retrieved.  What might appear to be disappointment and an insatiable loneliness may actually 
be unacknowledged grief.  

How do we transform this holiday season from a mindless and exhausting busyness to a life-
giving time of renewal and replenishment?  We start with gratitude.  Thanksgiving Day begins the 
holiday season, but the gratitude that transforms is more than just sentiments of entitled 
acknowledgment for the things we have or even the relationships we currently enjoy.  A transforming 
gratitude goes deeper and recognizes that each of us has been given a gift we did not and could not earn
—the gift of our individual humanity.   We did not bring ourselves into this world—our existence, our 
freedom to choose, and our continuing presence here are a gift made possible by a Giver who first gave 
to us.   This idea of a Giving God who gives first empowers the Christian tradition’s celebration of the 
birth of Jesus at Christmas.  

When we recognize the unmerited gift of our own existence, we also see who we are and what 
we have in a different way.  Gratitude emerges naturally from this recognition and helps us remember 
that we live in a state of grace.  This gratitude frees us from the sense of entitlement that leaves us 
disappointed when things don’t work out like we plan and detaches us from seeing what we have or 
what we do as the measure of our worth.   The mindless busyness of the season is disarmed when the 
grace within gratitude releases us from unrealistic expectations.  We start celebrating what we can do, 
ever grateful that we can do it.  

Gratitude also helps us as we grieve changes in our lives and relationships.  There is a natural 
human tendency to see experiences and relationships in our past memory as our possession.  We come 
to believe that these belong to us.  Gratitude counters this tendency and frames our relationships, 
experiences, and memories as the gifts they have always been.  Once we see these as gift, we do not 
have to hold them so tightly and we are freed to embrace and celebrate the new gifts—the new 
opportunities and relationships that come into our lives.  This gratitude frees us to give of ourselves 
with spontaneity and joy. 

Are you stressed in this holiday season or any season?  Choose gratitude and receive its joy!

Rev. Claude Huguley has a new book, Transforming FEAR with LOVE: Trusting the Gift of Grace that is 
available in Kindle and print format at Amazon.com


